Communique 2
Thursday, April 28, 2022
After Stage Two/One

General Information: Riders are reminded to wear their numbers as shown in the Race
Bible.
Green Zones: The race thanks the majority of riders for respecting the environment and
the rules and only throwing bottles and trash in the Green Zones. There is no Green
Zone for the Time Trial.

The following riders are given a warning for failing to sign in for Stage 2/1, Rule 3H6(a):
Men 4,5: 538 Sebastian Soto

The following riders are given a warning for centerline violation, Rule 3B1:
Men 1,2: 227 Owen Wright
Men 3: 309 Jess Clapier
336 Owen Schnakenberg
Masters B: 701 Peter Anderson
702 Carlos Armendariz
711 Daniel Burke
723 Nick Gillock
724 Lance Haag
741 Patrick Roddy
744 Michael Spangler
Men 4,5: 517 Cory Ford

518 Ryan Hentz
Women 1,2,3: 803 Grace Arlandson
822 Tricia Senft
Further violations will result in substantial time penalties.

DECISION
Several Cat 3 racers went off course, missing the turn into Ft. Bayard. Rule 1N4
requires racers to be responsible for knowing the course, so there is no remedy
available within the rules. As such, the times and finish order will remain as published.

Stage 3
Please wear one number in the center of the back as well as the bike number for the
Time Trial.
Start Times will be posted on the motorhome near the Start Line. Riders will start in
reverse GC order within each category. Riders should report to the Start Line ten
minutes before their Start Time. Juniors should report earlier to give time for rollout.

Riders finishing the Time Trial must stay to the far right of the traffic barrels.
Please use caution when warming up for the Time Trial, as the roads are open to traffic.
There is no sign in for the Time Trial
Riders are warned to use caution at Mile 5.1 due to heavy traffic entering from the side.

